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In today's fast paced world, we're lucky to get spare time each day to think, relax, read, take a nap...Who has time to learn something new? You do. Sams Teach Yourself Lotus Notes 7 in 10 Minutes is an essential reference guide to Lotus Notes 7 with practical answers for people who need fast results. Broken into concise ten minutes sections, you will learn about the features of Lotus Notes 7

This book focuses on the basics of Lotus Notes and Domino; introduces general groupware, Notes, and email concepts; and shows you some advanced features of the program. You can work through the book lesson by lesson, building on your skills, or you can use the book as a quick reference when you want to perform a new task. Features and concepts are presented in tasks that take 10 minutes or less to complete.

If you are new to Notes, start at the beginning of the book. If you've used Notes before, you might want to skip the first few lessons and work from there. Use the Table of Contents and select the lessons that cover features of the program you haven't yet used. If you travel with Lotus Notes on your laptop, the compact size of this book is perfect for fitting into your laptop or notebook case.

Discover and master the use of features that you didn't even know existed with Sams Teach Yourself Lotus Notes 7 in 10 Minutes.
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MongoDB and PHPO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Once every decade or so, a technology comes along that is so revolutionary that it
	
		fundamentally alters the way we approach everything we do. The world itself has
	
		changed. As I think back to 1995 when I first started developing Internet applications,
	
		our data needs were relatively simple. For the next 10 years,...
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Happiness: Unlocking the Mysteries of Psychological WealthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Utilizing sophisticated methodology and three decades of research by the world's leading expert on happiness, Happiness challenges the present thinking of the causes and consequences of happiness and redefines our modern notions of happiness.
	shares the results of three decades of research on our notions of happiness...
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Ansible: From Beginner to ProApress, 2016

	This book is your concise guide to Ansible, the simple way to automate apps and IT infrastructure. In less than 250 pages, this book takes you from knowing nothing about configuration management to understanding how to use Ansible in a professional setting.

	
		You will learn how to create an Ansible playbook...
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Legendary Artists and the Clothes They WoreHarperCollins, 2019

	
		Whether it’s Cecil Beaton’s flamboyant, classically tailored suits, Frida Kahlo’s love of bright color, or Cindy Sherman’s penchant for minimalism, an artist’s attire often reflects the creative and spiritual essence of his or her work. In Legendary Artists and the Clothes They Wore, fashion...
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Programming C#O'Reilly, 2001
C# is designed from the ground up for development on Microsoft's new .NET framework. As such, it's a high-performance language that's simple, safe, object-oriented, and Internet-centric. Programming C# teaches this new language in a way that experienced programmers will appreciate--by grounding its applications firmly in the context of...
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Architecting the Industrial Internet: The architect's guide to designing Industrial Internet solutionsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn the ins and outs of the Industrial Internet of Things through subjects ranging from its history and evolution, right up to what the future holds.


	About This Book

	
		Define solutions that can connect existing systems and newer cloud-based solutions to thousands of thousands of edge devices and...
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